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Abstract: This article examines the career of pioneer British psycho-
analystDavidEder(1865–1936).CreditedbyFreudasthefirstpractising
psychoanalystinEngland,activeinearlyBritishsocialismandthenasig-
nificant figure in Zionism in post-war Palestine, and in between an
adventurer in South America, a pioneer in the field of school medicine,
and a writer on shell-shock, Eder is a strangely neglected figure in exist-
ing historiography. The connections between his interest in medicine,
psychoanalysis, socialism and Zionism are also explored. In doing so,
thisarticlecontributestoourdevelopingunderstandingofthepsychoana-
lytic culture of early twentieth-century Britain, pointing to its shifting
relationship to broader ideology and the practical social and political
challenges of the period. The article also reflects on the challenges for
both Eder’s contemporaries and his biographers in making sense of
such a life.
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Introduction
When David Eder died in 1936, he received accolades from international luminaries
including Sigmund Freud, Alfred Einstein and H.G. Wells, and preparations began for
a volume of essays on his life and achievements.
2 Memoirs of a Modern Pioneer, pub-
lished in 1945, included a foreword from Freud, which described Eder as the first and
for some time the only doctor practising psychoanalysis in England, and presented
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61Eder as a pioneer figure in three of the great modern movements of his age: socialism,
psychoanalysis and Zionism.
Given the response to his death, but also the range of his activities, it might seem
strange that he has slipped through the net of subsequent historical enquiry. No doubt,
part of the reason is that he left no archive. We have his published writing, mainly in
a psychoanalytic vein, but it is not substantial. We also have some scattered correspon-
dence. Otherwise, we depend heavily on those who contributed to his memoir or who
wrote in memorial fashion elsewhere. It does not help that Ernest Jones, the man who
shaped the archive and historical image of the early British psychoanalytic movement,
had a strong personal interest in downplaying the role of Eder.
Perhaps another factor is that his achievement in any one of these areas, in terms of
leadership, institution building or writing, has not been enough on its own to attract
attention. However, here priorities and perceptions of significance change; for a number
of reasons, a figure such as this now emerges into view. Specifically, the early history
and roots of psychoanalysis in Britain, and its setting within a broader psychological cul-
ture, has begun to attract considerable interest.
3 More generally, in the shift from politi-
cal and social to cultural history we have become increasingly interested in connections
between political, social and intellectual movements, less tied to histories of institutions,
more interested in ideas, and more open-minded about which ideas mattered. Eder’s life
provides an ideal platform for such exploration, particularly for developing our under-
standing of the relationship between political and psychological thought and practice
in the period.
4
3On the emergence of psychoanalysis: Barbara
Caine, ‘The Stracheys and Psychoanalysis’, History
Workshop Journal, 45 (1998), 144–69; Laura
Cameron, ‘Histories of Disturbance’, Radical History,
74 (1999), 5–13; S. Ellesley, ‘Psychoanalysis in Early
Twentieth Century England: A Study in the
Popularisation of Ideas’ (unpublished PhD thesis:
University of Essex, 1995); J. Forrester, ‘“A Whole
Climate of Opinion”: Rewriting the History of
Psychoanalysis’, in Mark Micale and Roy Porter
(eds), Discovering the History of Psychiatry (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1994), 174–90; John
Forrester and Laura Cameron, ‘“A Nice Type of
English Scientist”: Tansley and Freud’, History
Workshop Journal, 48 (1999), 64–100; R.D.
Hinshelwood, ‘Psychodynamic Psychiatry Before
World War I’, in German Berrios and Hugh Freeman
(eds), 150 Years of British Psychiatry (London:
Athlone, 1991), Vol. 1, 197–205; M. Pines, ‘The
Development of the Psychodynamic Movement’, in
Berrios and Freeman, idem, 206–31; Richard Overy,
The Morbid Age: Britain between the Wars (London:
Allen Lane, 2009), 136–74; Daniel Pick, ‘The Id
Comes to Bloomsbury’, The Guardian, 16 August
2003 < http://www.guardian.co.
uk/books/2003/aug/16/highereducation.news >;
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of the History of the Behavioural Sciences, 24 (1988),
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1918–1940’, Science in Context, 13 (2000), 57–84.
On the broader psychological culture: Matthew
Thomson, Psychological Subjects: Identity, Culture
and Health in Twentieth-Century Britain (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2006).
4B. Rieger and M. Daunton (eds), Meanings of
Modernity: Britain from the Late-Victorian Era to
World War II (Oxford: Berg, 2001). On the
connections between socialism and psychological
thought: Jeremy Nuttall, Psychological Socialism:
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Manchester University Press, 2006); idem,
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62The second reason why a life such as Eder’s may now merit attention is that the pro-
ject of making sense of this life speaks to current efforts to deploy or at least engage with
psychoanalytic insight in understanding the history of this period.
5 We have here a life
that was lived and understood through the psychoanalysis of this period. We have a
life in fragments, its traces remaining in Eder’s own psychoanalytic writing as well as
the writing of close friends and analysts, whose views were bound up in their interperso-
nal relationship to Eder, as well as being often consciously psychoanalytical. Negotiating
the challenge of piecing together and interpreting this material calls for some understand-
ing of the (shifting) psychoanalytic culture of Eder’s own times. It also invites specula-
tion of a psychohistorical kind: to what extent did and does psychoanalytic theory help to
explain this life?
6 The slippage from the one sort of psychohistory to the other – from
understanding the affect of a psychoanalytic culture, to deploying this psychoanalytic
theory as a tool of explanation in its own right – is one of the key issues at stake in
debates about writing this type of history. The main body of this paper will piece
together the available evidence to reconstruct Eder’s life. The final section will address
more directly the challenges of connecting and making sense of his life.
Socialism, Medicine and the New Life
Histories of British socialism have centred on the progress of the organised Labour
movement. British socialism, as a result, emerges as generally anti-intellectual, domi-
nated by the trade unions and protective of working-class interests, with more interest
in Christianity than in Karl Marx.
7 Typically, Ross McKibbin, a leading historian of
the early Labour Party, once posed the question ‘Why was there no Marxism in Great
Britain?’
8 In recent years, as ideas about the scope of the political and ideological
have broadened, there has been more interest in intellectual influences;
9 and here, to
twist Mckibbin’s question, this is beginning to extend to the question of whether there
was any Freudianism in British socialism?
10 The short answer would be that, as with
5Particularly significant: Michael Roper, The
Secret Battle: Emotional Survival in the Great War
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2009).
6Reviewing the history of this effort: Alan C.
Elms, Uncovering Lives: The Uneasy Alliance of
Biography and Psychology (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1994). For typically fierce criticism
of psychobiography: David E. Stannard, Shrinking
History: On Freud and the Failure of Psychohistory
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1980).
7David E. Martin and David Rubinstein (eds),
Ideology and the Labour Movement (London: Croom
Helm, 1979).
8Ross McKibbin, ‘Why Was There No Marxism
in Great Britain?’, English Historical Review,9 9
(1984), 297–331. Though it should be noted that this
question applied to the popular basis of the early
British labour movement.
9Opening up exploration of ideology within the
Labour movement: Duncan Tanner, ‘Ideological
Debate in Edwardian Labour Politics’, in Eugene F.
Biagini and Alistair J. Reid (eds), Currents of
Radicalism: Popular Radicalism, Organised Labour,
and Party Politics in Britain, 1850–1914 (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1991). For an insight
into the interplay with cultural politics: Ian Brittain,
Fabianism and Culture: A Study in British Socialism
and the Arts, c. 1884–1918 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1982). Calling for a broader
appreciation of ideology in politics: Michael Freeden,
‘The Stranger at the Feast: Ideology and Public Policy
in Twentieth-Century Britain’, Twentieth Century
British History, 1 (1990), 9–34.
10Most significantly, though only taking up the
story from 1931: Jeremy Nuttall, Psychological
Socialism, op. cit. (note 4). Labour’s Evan Durbin’s
interest in psychology in the 1930s and 1940s has
attracted particular attention: Jeremy Nuttall,
‘“Psychological Socialist”...’, op. cit. (note 4). For
reflection on how psychologists engaged with
socialism: Thomson, op. cit. (note 3).
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63Marxism, Britain was more resistant to theory than its continental neighbours;
11 how-
ever, the longer answer would recognise the diffusion of new psychological ideas and
practices to influence political thinking in the first half of the century, across the spec-
trum from Conservatives to Liberals and Socialists.
12 Eder’s career, and crucially not
just intellectually but also through his psychoanalytic engagement with some of the prac-
tical challenges of socialism, provides us with fresh insight in this area; as such, it moves
us beyond the study of the Labour movement’s important contribution towards the emer-
gence of a National Health Service, which has dominated the historiography on the rela-
tionship between British socialism and medicine to date.
13
Eder was born in London in 1865, into a prosperous Jewish family.
14 He followed his
father into business but with little enthusiasm.When hisfather died in 1886, Eder inherited
a sizeable income. This freed him to leave business and become a medical student at the
University of London. Living in Bloomsbury with his cousin, the novelist and playwright
Israel Zangwill, he also entered the literary world.
15 Zangwill would depict the tensions
between his and Eder’s generation and that of their elders—between assimilation and the
ghetto—in his most celebrated book Children of the Ghetto.
16 He also became involved
in radical politics;
17 he was wounded in the ‘Bloody Sunday Riots’, sparked by a demon-
stration of the unemployed in Trafalgar Square in 1887; and served as Secretary of the
Bloomsbury Socialist Society.
18 The paths of medicine and political activism came
together for Eder in anarchist Prince Kropotkin’s ‘Appeal to the Young’.
19 This essay, first
published in 1880 and inspired by the Russian movement of intellectuals going out to the
people, was specifically directed at lawyers, doctors, teachers and scientists, with doctors
directed to moving beyond the cure of disease to address its prevention.
20
11When socialists did pay attention to psychology
it was invariably through translations of continental
writing, such as: Henry de Mann, The Psychology of
Socialism (London: Allen and Unwin, 1928); Sergeı ¨
Chakotin, The Rape of the Masses: the Psychology of
Totalitarian Political Propaganda (London: Labour
Book Service, 1940).
12For some suggestions: W.H. Greenleaf, The
British Political Tradition: Volume I, The Rise of
Collectivism (London: Methuen, 1983), 273–86; and
on psychological interest within inter-war Liberalism:
Michael Freeden, Liberalism Divided: A Study in
British Political Thought, 1914–1939 (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1986), 228–46.
13For instance: Arthur Marwick, ‘The Labour
Party and the Welfare State in Britain, 1900–1948’,
American Historical Review, 73 (1967), 380–403; C.
Webster, ‘Labour and the Origins of the National
Health Service’, in Nicolaas Rupke (ed.), Science,
Politics, and the Public Good: Essays in Honour of
Margaret Gowing (London: Macmillan, 1988),
184–20; John Stewart, The Battle for Health: A
Political History of the Socialism Medical
Association, 1930–51 (Aldershot: Ashgate, 1999).
14Unless cited, biographical material is from J.B.
Hobman (ed.), David Eder: Memoirs of a Modern
Pioneer (London: Gollancz, 1945). Some studies give
Eder’s date of birth as 1866, perhaps because he was
seventy on his death, however, his obituary clarifies
that he was born in 1865: The Times, 31 March 1936.
15Zangwill (1864–1926) drew on these
experiences in his popular novels The Bachelors’
Club (1891) and The Old Maids’ Club (1892). He
came to prominence as a leader of Jewish causes with
his The Children of the Ghetto (1892). He would be
one of the founders of the Jewish Territorial
Organisation.
16Hani A. Faris, ‘Israel Zangwill’s Challenge to
Zionism’, Journal of Palestine Studies, 4 (1975),
74–90.
17Stephen Yeo, ‘A New Life: The Religion of
Socialism in Britain, 1883–1896’, History Workshop
Journal, 4 (1977), 5–56.
18The branch also included H.M. Hyndman,
subsequently Secretary of the Social Democratic
Federation, the influential Marxist group. The Society
was founded in 1885 and would disband in 1892.
19Pyotr Kropotkin, ‘An Appeal to the Young’,
reprinted in Roger N. Baldwin (ed.), Kropotkin’s
Revolutionary Pamphlets, [1899] repr. (New York:
Blom, 1968), 261–82.
20The essay was first published in the Parisian Le
Re ´volte ´ (June-August, 1880). It is likely that Eder
would have read the translation by H.M. Hyndman,
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64Eder’s slow progress as a medical student suggests that his heart was certainly, as Kro-
potkin had directed, temporarily elsewhere. After four attempts he eventually received his
MDin1895.Aroundthistime,severalreportsnotethathealsotookadegreeinpsychology
(though the exact nature of this degree remains unclear).
21 In doing so, he was perhaps fol-
lowing Kropotkin’s calls for a reorientation away from revolutionary violence towards a
politics of individual self-development and a search for a higher morality; though Eder
later pointed out that the subject of psychology at this time had ‘as little bearing on human
affairs as the study of dry bones’.
22 Movements such as the ‘Fellowship of the New Life’
followed Kropotkin and Tolstoy in breaking away from the economistic and statist strands
of British socialism typified by Fabianism.
23 Their energies went into vegetarianism,
clothes reform, animal rights, sexual reform and a love of nature.
24 Undoubtedly, Eder
was part of this bohemian, fin-de-sie `cle atmosphere. However, over the next two decades,
his pursuit of the ‘new life’ led him away from Britain altogether.
Imperialism, Medicine and the Psychic Interior
In 1895, Eder took his new wife Florence to South Africa, where he set up his first medical
practice in Johannesburg, a city in the midst of a gold-mining boom.
25 The departure may
have been influenced by having just been dragged through the courts and exposed in the
press over his involvement in an alleged insurance fraud involving a yacht. The case was
not proven, but for five days the private details of Eder’s affair with Florence, as a married
woman, her subsequent divorce, and then their ongoing involvement with the ex-husband
and his new wife—details the judge characterised as ‘shocking and repulsive’—were
paraded in public.
26 Letters from South Africa to Zangwill reveal Eder as a man who was
disillusioned with his youthful political idealism, but also with medicine, keen just to
make his fortune. He now cared not about ‘psychology or sociology’ but ‘the narrow
instinctsofclass’,orasheputitinanotherletter,‘fatdinners,fatwives,stallsatthetheatre,
trips to Brighton or the equivalent, long morning sleeps and half-crowns to beggars’.
27 The
adventure lasted only a year. In 1898, Eder set off once more, this time to Columbia, again
published in the periodical Justice in 1884. The essay
probably reached more people after it was published
by the Freedom Press in 1899, see Baldwin, ibid.,
264–7.
21Hobman, op. cit. (note 14), 43.
22Quoted in Ethel Mannin, Confessions and
Impressions (London: Jarrolds, 1934), 221.
23‘On the multiple meanings of socialism at this
time: S. Yeo, ‘Notes on Three Socialisms –
Collectivism, Statism and Associationsim—Mainly in
Late-Nineteenth- and Early-Twentieth-Century
Britain’, in Carl Levy (ed.), Socialism and the
Intelligentsia, 1880–1914 (London: Routledge, 1974),
219–70.
24Of these, Eder was certainly an enthusiast of the
last two.On thisbrand of fin-de-sie `cle radicalism: Mark
Bevir, ‘The Rise of Ethical Anarchism in Britain,
1885–1900’, Historical Research, 89 (1996), 143–65;
DanWeinbren,‘Against AllCruelty: The Humanitarian
League, 1891–1919’, History Workshop Journal,3 8
(1994), 86–105; Sheila Rowbotham and Jeffrey Weeks,
Socialism and the New Life: The Personal and Sexual
Politics of Edward Carpenter and Havelock Ellis
(London: Pluto Press, 1977).
25On the draw of this opportunity and the
potential to make a fortune, yet also the risks: Anne
Digby, ‘“A Medical El Dorado”? Colonial Medical
Incomes and Practice at the Cape’, Social History of
Medicine, 8 (1995), 463–79.
26The details of the Herring v. Janson and others
case are accessible in reports in The Times between 7
and 15 November 1895. Herring, the first husband of
Florence, was accused of overvaluing a yacht and
then deliberately destroying it. It was implied that
Eder was a co-conspirator and that he was also
involved in fraud in relation to the house he shared
with Florence.
27Hobman, op. cit. (note 14), 44.
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65accompanied by his wife, where his uncle was a leading figure in the sugar industry. The
country was in the midst of political revolution, but there is no sign that Eder showed any
desire to be involved, other than in his capacity as a doctor. In 1901 and 1903, he took
further trips to South America. On the second trip, he took on a post as medical officer
for the Bolivian Government, and he had hopes of setting up a model hospital and staking
out a career in tropical medicine.
28 However, the chaotic political situation disrupted
such plans; on one occasion, he was said to have been in danger of starving to death and
being eaten by cannibals; on another, he was suspected of being a spy of Anglo-American
concession hunters. The realities he encountered appear to have added to his disillusion
with the ‘foolish business’ of medicine, as he described it to Zangwill:
We can cure about half a dozen diseases—but people are so disgusted with our talk of our advance-
ment of medicine and the poor results they see that they fail to come to be cured of the few infirmities
we can deal with... There has been a great advance in health, but mainly due—not to doctors.
29
Eder’s admiring future patient, the writer and sexual progressive Ethel Mannin, would
suggest that the personal pain and conflict experienced in his travels to ‘the wild places of
the earth’ in these years, prior to and even more than the later influence of Freud, would
be crucial in the making of Eder as a psychoanalyst. She also claimed that he tried out hyp-
notism and suggestion in South America.
30 Others would also draw parallels between his
roles as an explorer of a dangerous physical as well as mental interior.
31 Eder may have
been going through his own inner turmoil (probably more a result of personal difficulties
than of reaction against colonialism), but at the time he appears to have directed his main
scientific energies towards the study of native beetles, butterflies and flowers rather than
minds.
32 A letter to Zangwill discussing depression indicates that Eder was familiar with
theproblemwithinmedicine,butnotparticularlyexpert.Here,hiscommentthatthenormal
advice of a change of scene did not necessarily provide the opportunity ‘to get away from
oneself’ may be illuminating for his personal situation.
33 Mannin would write that Eder’s
travels to South America were an attempt to work out his own inner conflicts.
34 By this
time, Eder was himself using the language of discovering the new world of the Americas
as an analogy to the profound Freudian breakthrough of penetrating through the ‘tropical
darkness’ to the Pacific of the psychic landscape within.
35
Studies of the horrors and ‘savagery’ encountered by other travellers to the Amazon
region in this era, most notably focusing on the experiences of Roger Casement, suggest
that this could also be a foundational politicising experience, leading towards an eco-
nomic and political critique of the barbarism of colonialism.
36 However, there is limited
28He published one article on the collection of
Andes specimens: Journal of Tropical Medicine,1 5
(April 1902), 122 and pictures facing 124.
29Eder to Zangwill, February 1901, in Hobman,
op. cit. (note 14), 51.
30Mannin, op. cit. (note 22), 220–1.
31For instance: Hobman, op. cit. (note 14), 46,
109; Harry Sacher, Zionist Portraits and Other Essays
(London: Blond, 1959), 76.
32The Royal Geographical Society holds
correspondence based on his 1902 visit: JMS/6/157.
33Hobman, op. cit. (note 14), 53–4.
34Mannin, op. cit. (note 22), 221.
35Hobman, op. cit. (note 14), 94.
36Roger Casement regarded the ‘crime against
humanity’ in the region as worse than in the Congo:
Angus Mitchell (ed.), The Amazon Journal of Roger
Casement (London: Anaconda, 1997), 178; Michael
Taussig, Shamanism, Colonialism and the Wild Man:
A Study of Terror and Healing (London: University of
Chicago, 1986), 52–4, 134; Michael Taussig, ‘Culture
of Terror – Space of Death: Roger Casement’s
Putomayo Report and the Explanation of Torture’,
Comparative Studies in Society and History,2 6
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66evidence to confirm such a link in the case of Eder.
37 The situation may have begun to
change with his next trip to South America in 1903, when he believed that he would be
setting up a hospital for the Bolivian government but ended up in the employment of an
Anglo-American, concession-hunting rubber expedition, trapped within a civil conflict.
38
Even here, however, the account of the episode that remains is one of adventures and
personalities rather than colonial critique or political involvement.
39 Letters home sug-
gest that in terms of British imperialism he may not have been an enthusiast but neither
was he a decided opponent. He was glad to escape the music-hall jingoism of London,
but he believed that the Boer War could act as a wake-up call to British complacency
and felt that the conflict had been inevitable.
40 Indeed, Zangwill described the Eder of
this period as being as much an Imperialist as he was a Zionist.
41 In Eder’s final trip
to South America in 1907, he began to bring these two projects together, acting on behalf
of the Jewish Territorial Organisation to investigate the possibility of purchasing land for
a Jewish settlement in Brazil and then West Africa. Up until this point he had been a
sceptic, as is clear in correspondence with Zangwill – who was one of the Territorial
movement’s leading figures. He had certainly seen little hope in the example of the
Jews in South Africa;
42 and as a socialist and a secularist he had been content to accept
Marx’s dictum that the solution to the Jewish question was bound up with the dissolution
of capitalism.
43 It is intriguing that the first step in turning away from this position was in
part an outcome of Eder’s involvement in informal, economic imperialism.
Socialism, Sex and the Emergence of Psychoanalysis in Britain
After two decades of wandering overseas and now forty years old, Eder returned to con-
struct a career in Britain. In this period, we see for the first time his recognition that med-
icine, through the introduction of a psychological dimension, could be not just a route to
self-advancement but also a tool of socialism. The experience of serving briefly as Med-
ical Officer in a Cumberland mining village in 1902, in between foreign excursions, had
shown him the extent of poverty and squalor that still handicapped Britain’s own work-
ing-class population. He now took up an appointment as a school medical officer in
Poplar, London, where he could tackle the ill health of Britain’s poorest classes. Politi-
cally, he fell out with the increasingly statist Fabians. With James Middleton, he helped
to found the London Labour Party, and he looked towards the Independent Labour Party,
with its advocacy of practical reform. As fellow doctor and socialist Harry Roberts
recalled:
(1984), 467–97; Brian Inglis, Roger Casement
(London: Penguin, 1973), 171–218.
37Matthew Brown (ed.), Informal Empire in Latin
America: Culture, Commerce and Capital (Oxford,
Blackwell, 2008).
38Hobman, op. cit. (note 14), 61–71.
39Hobman based this on an account written some
years later by Eder and noting the absence of anger
attributed this to the passing of time and Eder’s
development of a ‘mellower wisdom’, op. cit. (note
14), 71. On the typicality of this style of narrative:
Ross G. Forman, ‘When Britons Brave Brazil: British
Imperialism and the Adventure Tale in Latin
America, 1850–1918’, Victorian Studies, 42 (2000),
454–87.
40Hobman, op. cit. (note 14), 49, 51.
41Ibid., 52.
42Ibid., 43–4
43He later wrote about his shift from this position
in New Judea, 23 April 1926, ibid., 141.
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67He was no slave to collectivist or communist cliche ´s; the state to him was but a sensible federation
created for the benefit of each one of its members—an organisation that would save the individual
from eternal concentration on bare existence problems. He was too human to contemplate without
repugnance the sacrifice of individual men and women to such an abstraction as the state.
44
Eder now became a regular contributor on medical subjects in the radical periodical
The New Age.
45 In 1907, he designed a scheme for ‘The Endowment of Motherhood’.
46
Eder’s experience around the world had perhaps shown him that many of civilised soci-
ety’s ills were due to the artificial imposition of a restrictive morality.
47 Socialism, too
often tied to a narrowly economic viewpoint, and too often conceptualising the people
as a mass, needed to confront such biological and human problems, consider human
desires, and focus on the importance of individuality. A concern about national effi-
ciency was making welfare of children and consequently of mothers a serious political
issue.
48 Eder shifted the emphasis to the needs and interests of the women. Women
had an instinctive desire to bear children, and it was therefore society’s responsibility
to support this self-development. However, it was wrong for society to chain these
women to motherhood. His endowment scheme proposed a weekly wage for mothers
in the form of free housing in maternity homes, free food and fuel.
The endowment scheme also countered the eugenic vision that found growing support
among progressives, including socialists.
49 Alongside a relaxation of sexual morality and
monogamy it would promote early unions. It would lead to healthy births, prevent
unhealthy repression and resulting perversions and, through encouraging healthy sexual
intercourse, would foster mental and physical wellbeing. On libertarian grounds, Eder
rejected both calls for surgical sterilisation of the unfit, and laws that would require med-
ical certificates and family pedigrees before marriage. The state could pursue Malthu-
sianism instead through distribution of free preventives and legalisation of abortion.
50
Eder continued to voice libertarian opposition to eugenics as pressure mounted for seg-
regation of the feeble-minded, leading to the Mental Deficiency Act of 1913. Allying
with Stephen Reynolds, author of the working-class memoir and riposte to statism,
Seems So, Eder criticised the calls for such legislation through articles in The Nation,
Eye-Witness, The Westminster Gazette and The Daily Herald, as well as the New Age.
44Ibid., 86–7. On the suspicion of the working
class and early Labour Party towards state
intervention: Pat Thane, ‘The Working Class and
State “Welfare” in Britain, 1880–1914’, Historical
Journal, 27 (1984), 877–900.
45Wallace Martin, The New Age Under Orage
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1967);
Norman and Jeanne Mackenzie, The First Fabians
(London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1977), 344–5.
46This was subsequently published as a pamphlet:
M.D. Eder, The Endowment of Motherhood (London:
New Age, 1908). The scheme was adopted by H.G.
Wells and placed in the hands of the Conservative
social imperialist Remington in his The New
Machiavelli (London: John Lane, 1911). Eder himself
referred to Wells’ own essay on ‘Socialism and the
Family’ in The Endowment of Motherhood, 3. Eder’s
scheme has been overlooked in existing literature on
the development of family allowance and maternal
welfare: John Macnicol, The Movement for Family
Allowances, 1918–45: A Study in Social Policy
Development (London: Heinemann, 1981); Jane
Lewis, The Politics of Motherhood: Child and
Maternal Welfare in England, 1900–1939 (London:
Croom Helm, 1980).
47This interest lay behind his introduction to one
of the first psychoanalytic anthropological accounts:
Ge ´za Ro ´heim, Australian Totemism: A
Psychoanalytic Study in Anthropology (London:
Allen and Unwin, 1925).
48Anna Davin, ‘Imperialism and Motherhood’,
History Workshop Journal, 5 (1978), 9–65.
49Michael Freeden, ‘Eugenics and Progressive
Thought: A Study in Ideological Affinity’, Historical
Journal, 22 (1979), 645–71.
50Eder, op. cit. (note 46), 25–30.
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68Staunch opponent of the Mental Deficiency Bill, Liberal MP Josiah Wedgwood, called
on Eder as a medical witness to attack the loose definition of mental deficiency and to
support the view that the poor would be the main targets of the legislation.
51 However,
they were moving against the collectivist and eugenic tide. With only a few minor
amendments, and an overwhelming majority, the Mental Deficiency Act became law,
leading to care and control of over 60,000 mainly working-class men and women by
the eve of the Second World War.
52
Eder was not only fighting against a form of state intervention which was anathema to
his brand of socialism, he also felt that it was foolish to be so pessimistic about the value
of ‘mental defectives’ just as psychologists were on the threshold of a much deeper
understanding of the mind. It is not clear at what date Eder first encountered or practised
with the ideas of Freud. Ernest Jones would be adamant that he, not Eder, had led the
way. However, with Jones having to leave Britain for Canada from 1908 to 1913, after
a second alleged case of sexual misdemeanour with a minor, it may be the case that
Freud’s remarks about Eder being the only person in England practising analysis at
this time make perfect sense. Indeed, there is record of Freud telling Jones this on his
return to England.
53 Eder was certainly already drawing on Freud to support his critique
of the existing sexual morality in the 1907 ‘Endowment of Motherhood’.
54
This interest was furthered by his work with schoolchildren, particularly through his
involvement with Margaret McMillan, first at Devon’s Road School Clinic in Bow,
and then at her clinic in Deptford in London, from 1909.
55 McMillan, herself an impor-
tant figure within the Independent Labour Party, drew on psychological theory to
develop a child-centred education. Aware of the terrible physical condition of many
poor children, she campaigned for school medical inspection and clinics despite the
resistance of many within her party towards the intervention of the state in the lives of
working-class families. As in the case of Eder, advancing state services in this area
was a means to facilitate the mental and spiritual self-development of children: the latter,
rather than the former, the higher aim of socialism.
56 This emphasis on the self rather
51He was also involved in criticism of the ‘Carter
case’, where a boy was operated on without the
consent of his father: Hobman, op. cit. (note 14),
81–2.
52The Mental Deficiency Act, though less so its
implementation, now attracts considerable attention.
The authority of eugenics is challenged in Edward J.
Larson, ‘The Rhetoric of Eugenics: Expert Authority
and the Mental Deficiency Bill’, British Journal of
the History of Science, 24 (1991), 45–60. On
implementation of the Act, the importance of a social
definition of mental deficiency, and the role of
supervision in the community in expanding the reach
of care and control: Matthew Thomson, The Problem
of Mental Deficiency: Eugenics, Democracy and
Social Policy in Britain, c.1870–1959, (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1998).
53T.G. Davies, Ernest Jones, 1879–1958 (Cardiff:
University of Wales Press, 1979), 29. Jones claimed
to have introduced Eder, though he is not always the
most reliable of witnesses and resented the idea that
Eder was Britain’s first psychoanalyst: E. Jones,
obituary to M.D. Eder, International Journal of
Psycho-Analysis, 17 (1936), 143–6; Vincent Brome,
Ernest Jones: Freud’s Alter-Ego (London: Caliban
Books, 1982), 210–11.
54Eder, op. cit. (note 46), 6, 12. Eder’s first
meeting with Jones has been dated to 1909, however
it is suggested that it was not until a reading of the
‘Little Hans’ case in 1909 that he was fully drawn to
a psychoanalysis: M. Moreau Ricaud, ‘David Eder’,
in Alain de Mijolla (ed.), Dictionnaire de
Psychoanalyse: Volume 1 (Paris, Calmann-Levy,
2002), 460–1.
55Hobman, op. cit. (note 14), 90.
56Carolyn Steedman suggests that Freudian ideas
about the unconscious and the course of sexual
development which Eder was able to describe out of
his work in Deptford may have steered McMillan
towards pathologising working-class childhood
during and after the war: C. Steedman, Childhood,
Culture and Class: Margaret McMillan, 1860–1931
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69than the state (and its concerns over national efficiency) offers us an alternative perspec-
tive on the advance of child welfare in the period.
57
In 1910, with Dr James Kerr, head of the School Medical Services of the London
County Council, Eder founded School Hygiene, the first medical journal in Britain
devoted to the health of the schoolchild. He remained as Editor until 1915, and then
served again after the war, from 1918 to 1921, when the journal folded under financial
pressure. In the very first issue, suggesting the influence of Eder, McMillan projected
Kropotkin’s ‘Appeal’ to the growing ranks of medical officers who were finally reaching
out to the British people through local authority schools. At such a ‘threshold’ it was cru-
cial to break down the suspicion and resistance of the working people, and the first step
would be a personal transformation of the doctors themselves.
58 Eder used School
Hygiene as a vehicle to spread his growing enthusiasm for psychoanalysis, with articles
from Ernest Jones and other psychoanalysts as early as 1911, and supported Montessori
education as a route towards individual but also social transformation.
59
However, Eder’s interest in Freud would test the limits of a shift in focus from the
healthy child body to the healthy child mind.
60 Freudian ideas about sex were still highly
controversial in pre-war Britain, so Eder became notorious when he openly spoke about
the subject on a public stage. In 1911, he delivered a paper to the British Medical Asso-
ciation on treatment of hysteria by psychoanalysis, the first Freudian paper delivered in
this setting.
61 The audience demonstrated its own view on the subject—Eder described
(London: Virago, 1990), 209–11. More generally,
see: John Stewart, ‘Ramsay MacDonald, the Labour
Party and Child Welfare, 1900–1914’, Twentieth
Century British History, 4 (1993), 105–25. In his
Psychological Socialism, op. cit. (note 4), Jeremy
Nuttall has argued that the project of ‘improving
minds’ is a neglected and key element in the history
of modern British socialism, however, he overlooks
this earlier history of practical reform as well as the
links to a new-life stream within turn-of-the-century
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Carpenter: Stanley Pierson, ‘Edward Carpenter,
Prophet of a Socialist Millenium’, Victorian Studies,
13 (1970), 301–18.
57Thestandardoverviewseestheperiod1889–1918
as one in the rise of a children’s ‘social services state’,
seeHarryHendrick,ChildWelfare:England1872–1989
(London: Routledge, 1994). This was also the dominant
frame for an influential collection of essays on the
emergence of state concern: Roger Cooter (ed.), In the
Name of the Child: Health and Welfare, 1880–1940
(London: Routledge, 1994). As the editor of this
collectionnoted,littlehadchangedadecadelater:Roger
Cooter, ‘In the Name of the Child Beyond’, in Marijke
Gijswijt-Hofstra and Hilary Marland (eds), Cultures of
Child Health in Britain and the Netherlands in the
Twentieth Century (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2003),
287–96. For a review of recent developments in the
literature: Alysa Levene, ‘Family Breakdown and the
“Welfare Child” in 19th and 20th Century Britain’,
History of the Family, 11 (2006), 67–79.
58M. McMillan, ‘On the Threshold’, School
Hygiene, 1 (1910), 28–31. On popular suspicion of
the state: Henry Pelling, ‘The Working Class and the
Welfare State’ in idem, Popular Politics and Society
in Late-Victorian Britain (London: Macmillan, 1968),
1–18; Thane, op. cit. (note 44).
59Editorial, School Hygiene, 3 (November 1912),
193–4. Developing the significance of new
psychology for progressive education: Thomson, op.
cit. (note 3), 109–39.
60From the late nineteenth century this had been
encouraged by the child study movement, a new
progressive pedagogy, and concern over handicapped
school children and delinquents: Hendrick, op. cit.
(note 57); Nikolas Rose, The Psychological Complex:
Psychology, Politics and Society in England,
1869–1939 (London: Routledge, 1985); Thomson, op.
cit. (note 3), 109–39; Adrian Wooldridge, Measuring
the Mind: Education and Psychology in England,
c.1860–c.1990, (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1994). A Freudian approach would find more
sympathy in the inter-war period, most notably in the
expanding system of child guidance clinics, though
the degree of success is disputed: John Stewart, ‘The
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1918–1945’, British Journal for the History of
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61Hobman, op. cit. (note 14), 94.
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70releasing a patient’s sexual memories of lying naked in bed aged three stroking his
sister—as it followed the Chairman out of the room in silent disapproval.
62 He was again
at the centre of controversy when, in 1914, he and his second wife Edith presented a
paper on ‘The Unconscious Mind in the Child’ to the North of England Education Con-
ference, openly discussing child sexuality.
63 The paper did not initially provoke any out-
cry and appeared in Child Study, but the complaints that followed publication were such
that every copy had to be withdrawn.
64
Eder’s involvement with psychoanalysis gained pace. It appears to have provided a
unity, previously missing, between his medical and political aspirations. Medicine on
its own might be crucial to alleviating suffering, but it could also be dispiritingly materi-
alist; psychoanalysis offered medicine a key to the personal growth that had always been
a central objective of his socialism.
65 The new science, though still regarded with deep
suspicion within medicine and psychiatry, was now attracting the sort of intellectual
energy which had fuelled the socialism of ‘New Lifers’ in the 1890s.
66 His divorce
and then marriage to Edith Low in 1909 brought links to her sister Barbara Low, who
was to write one of the bestselling accounts of psychoanalysis in Britain.
67 It also
brought further personal turmoil: Florence, his first wife, had committed suicide after
Eder ran off and left her for Edith, who was then a married woman. No doubt, this
was a further factor in his immersion in psychoanalysis. Eder and Edith both entered a
course of analysis: with Jung and Jones respectively.
68 Eder was deeply impressed by
Jung, and the following year went to Vienna to meet Freud, though was frustrated not
to gain any personal training.
69 He was already using suggestion and hypnosis in his gen-
eral practice, but for someone with Eder’s libertarian instincts, psychoanalysis was pre-
ferable because it helped the patient to discover what he could and must do instead
of telling him.
70 In 1912, he set up his own psychoanalytic clinic in Welbeck Street in
62Brenda Maddox, Freud’s Wizard: The Enigma
of Ernest Jones (London: John Murray, 2006), 111.
Maddox suggests that the fact that Eder could cite
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1996), 144–55.
63For a report on this paper: Yorkshire Observer,
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to coarseness of behaviour in the child since healthy
sexual development needed free play. The desire to
be messy was not to be repressed, as it was a source
of sublimation. Thus, ‘beware of the boy who is clean
without endless expostulations and scoldings.’
64M.D. and Mrs Eder, ‘The Conflicts of the
Unconscious in the Child’, Child Study, 9, 6 (October
1916), 79–83; and 9: 7/8 (November/December
1916), 105–8. Steedman points out that McMillan
herself remained too reticent to discuss child
sexuality, op. cit. (note 56), 209–10.
65On the attractions of psychoanalysis to doctors
disillusioned with the limits of materialist medicine:
Thomson, op. cit. (note 3), 94–7, 195–8. On the
narrative of personal growth in narrating the life of
the nineteenth-century socialist: P. Joyce, Democratic
Subjects: The Self and the Social in Nineteenth-
Century England (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1994).
66For the reception among intellectuals: D. Rapp,
‘The Early Discovery of Freud by the British General
Educated Public, 1912–1919’, Social History of
Medicine, 3 (1990), 217–43; D. Rapp, ‘The Reception
of Freud by the British Press’, Journal of the History
of the Behavioral Sciences, 24 (1988), 191–201; Ted
Winslow, ‘Bloomsbury, Freud, and the Vulgar
Passions’, Social Research, 57 (1990), 785–819.
67Barbara Low, Psycho-Analysis: A Brief
Account of the Freudian Theory (London: Allen and
Unwin, 1920).
68Letter from Jones to Freud, 30 July 1912 in R.
A. Paskauskas (ed.), The Complete Correspondence
of Sigmund Freud and Ernest Jones, 1908–1939
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1993), 145.
69Glover in Hobman, op. cit. (note 14), 98.
70Eder, ‘Doctors and Dreams’, Daily Dispatch,7
August 1913, cited in Hobman, op. cit. (note 14), 80.
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71London;
71 he also worked at a clinic on the corner of Charlotte and Percy Streets as a
‘poor man’s doctor’;
72 and, in 1913, he helped to found the London Psycho-Analytic
Society, serving as its first Secretary.
73
War, Psychoanalytic Schism, the New Life and the Turn to Zionism
As one commentator has put it, the ‘Eders were the epitome of progressivism’. Edith, a
fellow divorcee, was ‘the New Woman personified’: a vegetarian, who walked around in
flat heels and an Egyptian jibbah, who had been analysed by Jung, and had had an affair
with H.G. Wells.
74 It was through this bohemian environment that Eder came to know D.
H. Lawrence. Their close relationship is evident in surviving correspondence, mainly one
way from Lawrence to Eder, which reveals the novelist’s striking admiration for Eder. In
the midst of writing Sons and Lovers, Lawrence was keen to discuss the Freudian impli-
cations of his work and to espouse his own vision of human nature.
75 But Lawrence also
saw Eder, with his experience of South America and his associations with sexual liber-
tarianism, as the man who might help him to establish a utopian ‘new life’ commu-
nity—a ‘Rananim’—away from the repression and decay of old-world Britain.
76 As
Eder became involved in the Zionist search for a new land in Palestine, this fascination
continued, despite Lawrence’s anti-semitism.
77
Lawrence’s pessimism about life in Britain became stronger than ever through his
experience of wartime conformity and the suspicion and hostility he encountered as a
young man unfit for combat and married to a German wife.
78 By contrast, Eder chan-
nelled his energies into the war effort. With the outbreak of war, as ever a man of action
and robust health, even though he was now nearly fifty, Eder was involved in early
efforts to organise a Jewish battalion and then volunteered to serve as a doctor, taking
71Glover, in Hobman, ibid.. 90.
72Ibid., 129.
73Brome, op. cit. (note 53), 121.
74Brenda Maddox, The Married Man: A History
of D.H. Lawrence (London: Sinclair Stevenson,
1994), 197. Both Eder and his new wife divorced in
1909. Edith had been married to Dr Leslie Haden
Guest, who had been drama critic at the New Age and
would become a Labour MP in 1923 and later one of
the few hereditary Labour peers. Though Eder never
had children, he became very close to the two Guest
sons.
75Though he personally rejected psychoanalytic
theory, Lawrence looked to Eder for analysis. His
own vision of the primal unconscious would be
developed in his essays ‘Psychoanalysis and the
Unconscious’ and ‘Fantasia of the Unconscious’,
written in Italy in the early 1920s and published in
Britain in 1923: Maddox, ibid., 250, 287. It was once
believed that Eder served as a model for the character
Kangaroo in Lawrence’s novel of that name, about
clashes between fascists and socialists in post-war
Australia, however this is now disputed: Maddox,
ibid., 310–12; Robert Darroch, D.H. Lawrence in
Australia (Melbourne: Macmillan, 1981). Certainly,
Lawrence’s description of Kangaroo’s physique, his
face—‘long and lean and pendulous’—and his
intellectual and political presence could well have
drawn on Eder: D.H. Lawrence, Kangaroo [1923],
repr. (London: Penguin, 1997), 120.
76Maddox, op. cit. (note 74), 196–7.
77For instance, Lawrence wrote to Eder, 25 April
1919 (letter 1729) pleading ‘Oh do take me to
Palestine, and I will love you for ever. Let me come
and spy out the land with you... [however] I have a
horror of the people “with noses”.’ Lawrence
proposed a system of two laws for the new land: the
first, that there should be no laws and that each man
should be responsible for himself; the second, that
every man should have food, shelter, knowledge, and
the right to mate freely. See also Lawrence to Eder,
24 August 1917 (letter 1442); and his letter to Edith
of 7 July 1918 (letter 1570), describing Jews as the
haters of the human race. All letters from J.T. Boulton
and A. Robertson (eds), The Letters of D.H.
Lawrence, Vol. 3 (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1984).
78Lawrence described this in fictional form in
‘The Nightmare’ chapter of Kangaroo.
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72charge of a shell-shock hospital in Malta in 1916.
79 He wrote up his experiences first as a
Lancet article ‘War Neuroses’ and, in 1917, as a book, War-Shock.
80 In fact, it was Eder,
rather than the better-known W.H.R. Rivers, who first brought a Freudian perspective to
bear on the problem of shell-shock in the British Army; and he serves as an example of
the way an interest in Freud could predate rather than spring from the war experience.
81
He was adamant that the mental suffering of the ordinary troops was not to be confused
with malingering.
82 His account stands out in the shell-shock literature for its humane
and sympathetic approach to working-class troops, a position which reflected his politi-
cal radicalism. He, like a growing band of other doctors, dismissed the idea that mental
breakdown was the result of a physical ‘shell-shock’ from explosions, seeing it instead as
stemming from a conflict towards the war situation itself; hence his choice of the term
‘war-shock’. However, the psychoanalytical tone of Eder’s position, albeit diluted in
the wartime context, did not win favour in the army and prompted a return to England.
83
These years also saw his expression of sympathy for Jung. This was increasingly unac-
ceptable to strict Freudians such as Ernest Jones now that Jung had broken with the
movement;
84 and this was a factor when Jones dissolved the London Psycho-Analytic
Society in 1919, replacing it with the British Psycho-Analytic Society, leaving Eder iso-
lated from the movement.
85 Tensions between the two may also have had something to
do with Edith’s analysis with Jones, spilling over, it seems, into an affair whose traces
remain in an intimate correspondence from Edith to her analyst.
86
From 1918 to 1922, Eder’s main energies had shifted to centre on the establishment of
a Jewish homeland in Palestine. The political movement of Zionism, founded by Theo-
dor Herzl in 1895, had initially attracted some of Eder’s closest friends, in particular his
cousin Zangwill.
87 As a socialist and a secularist Eder had distanced himself, however
79These efforts appear to have failed at the final
hurdle, with Eder blaming the Ango-Jewish lobby:
Hobman, op. cit. (note 14), 135. The aim of
strengthening the case for a Jewish nation in any
territorial settlement emerging out of the war
continued to inspire efforts, leading first to the
creation of the Zion Mule Corps drawing on
Palestinian Jews, and then an English battalion in
1917: Morris Beckman, The Jewish Brigade
(Staplehurst: Spellmount, 1998), 7.
80M.D. Eder, War-Shock: The Psycho-Neuroses
in War Psychology and Treatment (London: William
Heinemann, 1917).
81Ben Shephard, A War of Nerves: Soldiers and
Psychiatrists, 1914–1994 (London: Jonathan Cape,
2000), 86; Tracey Loughran, ‘Shell-Shock and
Psychological Medicine in First World War Britain’,
Social History of Medicine, 22 (2009), 82; Thomson,
op. cit. (note 3), 182–6.
82 Eder, op. cit. (note 80), vii, 124. On efforts to
control levels of shell-shock through accusations of
malingering: Joanna Bourke, Dismembering the
Male: Men’s Bodies, Britain and the Great War
(London: Reacktion, 1996); Roger Cooter,
‘Malingering and Modernity’ in Roger Cooter, Mark
Harrison and Steve Sturdy (eds), War, Medicine and
Society (Stroud: Sutton, 1998), 125–48; and Mathew
Thomson, ‘Status, Manpower and Mental Fitness:
Mental Deficiency in the First World War’, in Cooter,
Harrison and Sturdy, idem, 149–66.
83Shephard, op. cit. (note 81), 86–7; Hobman, op.
cit. (note 14), 99
84C.G. Jung, Studies in Word Association, M.D.
Eder (trans.), (London: Heinemann, 1918); R.A.
Paskauskas, ‘Freud’s Break with Jung: The Crucial
Role of Ernest Jones’, Free Associations, 11 (1988),
7–34.
85Brome, op. cit. (note 53), 121. Glover chose
largely to avoid these tensions and splits in his
account in the memorial volume.
86Institute of Psychoanalysis, CEA/F18/01–5. It
has been suggested that the rift with Jones may also
have coincided with an affair between Jones and
Edith Eder, suggested by the intimacy of their
correspondence in this period: Sonu Shamdasani,
‘Jones, (Alfred) Ernest’, Dictionary of National
Biography (Oxford: Oxford Univeristy Press, 2004),
< http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/34221>;
Maddox, op. cit. (note 62), 113, 127–8
87Settlement of Jews to Palestine preceded this,
but Herzl (1860–1904) was the key figure in
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73his work in the East End of London heightened his consciousness of the extent of poverty
among Britain’s Jewish population, and together with his knowledge of South America,
led to his involvement with Zangwill when the latter broke away from Zionism to
broaden the search for a homeland beyond Palestine through the International Territorial
Organisation. Later, at the outbreak of war, his involvement in the scheme to recruit a
Jewish unit for the British forces was partly in the hope that this would increase Jewish
influence when it came to a post-war settlement.
88 Nevertheless, the decision to involve
himself so fully with Zionism from 1918 was a major change of direction.
89 It meant
temporarily dropping much of his medical and socialist work. To some extent, it
reflected dissatisfaction with political developments in both spheres. His involvement
in socialist party politics came to a halt; here the war was transforming the landscape,
as an era of ideological and factional debate made way for one of party discipline and
machinery, with the Labour Party emerging as one of the two main parties in Britain’s
political system.
90 When it came to psychoanalysis, the tension with Freudians such as
Jones, provoked by Eder’s interest in Jung, similarly left his political energies looking
for a new home.
In Palestine, Eder was the nominee of the International Territorial Organisation on the
Zionist Commission, set up by the British to deal with the Jewish population. An assimi-
lated Jew, an Englishman, and closely associated with the Territorialists, he met consid-
erable initial suspicion from the Zionists.
91 He overcame this through force of
personality, his acumen in dealing with practical social and medical problems in the
aftermath of the war, and his rapid conversion to the cause.
92 He had the challenge of
overcoming mistrust towards the Zionists from the Palestinian Jewish population—the
Yishuv. He had to rely on British support but, at the same time, pressurise them to act
on the Balfour Declaration promise of establishing a Jewish national home. He also
had to make allies with Arab politicians in the region by recognising the interests of
Arabs in Palestine, while making no concession on the need for open immigration and
the ultimate aim of a Jewish nation. The challenge of such negotiation was considerable,
and it provides us perhaps with the first instance of someone with the skills of the psy-
choanalyst deploying such insight in the sphere of high politics. However, there are indi-
cations that the personal strain was difficult to cope with.
93 In addition, he committed
himself wholeheartedly to the practical demands of social reconstruction. Here, his socia-
list background proved valuable in negotiating with the Jewish labour movement. He
establishing an organised movement that lobbied for
international recognition.
88Hobman, op. cit. (note 14), 134–5.
89He would later reflect that: ‘Marx once laid it
down that the solution of the Jewish question was
bound up with dissolution of Capitalism. Now
experience has taught us that this is too simplistic a
view of so complex a problem’, from an article in
New Judea, quoted in Hobman, op. cit. (note 14), 17.
90Ross McKibbin, The Evolution of the Labour
Party, 1910–1924 (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1975).
91Zangwill had been attracted to Zionism as a
spiritual rather than racial ideal in the period
1895–1905. With the end of the ghetto and
assimilation in England, he turned away from a focus
on Palestine and was a founder of the Jewish
Territorial Organisation, which encountered ferocious
opposition from Zionists by the 1920s and disbanded
in 1925: Faris, op. cit. (note 16).
92Leonard Stein in Hobman, op. cit. (note 14),
134–44. In 1918, the Jewish population of Jerusalem
was in a state of near starvation. The death rate had
shot up to 18% through typhus and meningitis,
leaving nearly 4,000 orphans in Jerusalem alone.
93For indications of the strain: Stein in Hobman,
ibid., 151–2.
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74also continued his medical, educational and social work, setting up orphanages and com-
bating lack of sanitation and widespread disease.
94 There was even some opportunity to
explore the use of psychoanalysis within this work.
95 His appetite for helping the poor
and distressed was perhaps better satisfied here than at any other stage of his life.
Here too, the vision of ‘the new life’, and the role of the ‘pioneer’ was realised in its
most concrete form.
Psychoanalysis, Maturity and the Myth of Progress
Eder remained a committed and active Zionist for the rest of his life, but his work in
Palestine finished in 1922.
96 Behind the departure, there were reportedly ‘compelling
personal reasons’, but their exact nature remains unclear. The experience added further
to his reputation as a man not just of great experience of life, but one who had been
through sorrow, grief and suffering.
97 He returned to a psychoanalytical career in Eng-
land where such a personal aura was impressive and distinguished him from the younger
and less worldly generation who were now moving into the field. By this time he was in
dissent with Jung and he returned to the Freudian fold, as he first sought analysis under
Karl Abraham in Berlin, and then entered eight months of analysis under Sandor Fer-
enczi in Budapest. In 1923, he rejoined the British Psycho-Analytic Society, and took
up a position as Physician to the London Clinic of Psycho-Analysis.
Inthisfinalstageofhiscareer,hisenergieswouldshiftfromfoundingpoliticalandmed-
ical movements, to reflecting from a psychoanalytical perspective on those movements as
he and they reached maturity.
98 In 1924, he contributed an essay on ‘Psycho-Analysis
andPolitics’toavolumeeditedbyErnestJonesentitledSocialAspectsofPsychoanalysis.
99
The volume was representative of the social orientation of psychoanalysis and of psychol-
ogy in this era of international, economic and political turmoil.
100 Eder was reticent to use
thetheorytosupporthisownpoliticalposition:‘Idonotstandastheadvocatefromthepsy-
cho-analytic standpoint of any political or economic views’.
101 Instead, his argument
94Stein in Hobman, ibid., 134–96. His wife Edith
also played a prominent role.
95It is suggested that Eder led seminars in
psychoanalysis with Dorian Faigenbaum and that this
was the first appearance of psychoanalysis in
Palestine: Ricaud, ‘David Eder’, op. cit. (note 54),
461; and Eder also gains a brief mention in E.J.
Rolnik, ‘Between Ideology and Identity:
Psychoanalysis in Jewish Palestine (1918–1946)’,
Psychoanalysis and History, 4 (2002), 211. However,
the fuller establishment of psychoanalysis in Palestine
has been dated to the arrival of Freud’s follower Max
Eitingon from Germany in 1933, with Eder perhaps
having a role in attracting him: Rafael Moses, ‘A
Short History of Psychoanalysis in Palestine and
Israel’, Journal of the American Academy of
Psychoanalysis, 26 (1998), 329–41.
96On his ongoing contribution: Stein in Hobman,
op. cit. (note 14), 189–98.
97Ibid., 133, 185, 198; Mannin, op. cit. (note 22),
223–4.
98As Edward Glover pointed out, the first
generation of psychoanalysts tended to come to the
field in mid-career with other experiences. In their
later lives, they therefore used psychoanalysis to
reflect back on their social and cultural issues. This
became less common as psychoanalysis became a
career in its own right: Hobman op. cit. (note 14),
107.
99M.D. Eder, ‘Psycho-Analysis in Politics’, in
Ernest Jones (ed.), Social Aspects of Psycho-Analysis:
Lectures Delivered under the Auspices of the
Sociological Society (London: Williams and Norgate,
1924), 128–68.
100Martin Roiser, ‘Social Psychology and Social
Concern in 1930s Britain’, in G.C. Bunn, A.D. Lovie
and G.D. Richards (eds), Psychology in Britain:
Historical Essays and Personal Reflections
(Leicester: British Psychological Society, 2001),
169–87.
101Eder, op. cit. (note 99), 167.
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75was that psychoanalysis could offer a deeper map for understanding political ideology and
practice. Elections became episodes in the sublimation of regicide, ultimately Oedipal in
origin. Class war was the rebellion of the children against the fathers. The constitution,
law and order, even Das Kapital, were replacements for the father. The fixation on the
gold standard and the capitalist obsession with hoarding money were expressions of a
repressed coprophilia. In taking such an approach, Eder was also distancing himself from
his pre-war institutional engagement with politics.
102 Indeed, psychoanalysis, rather than
socialism,beginstoemergeasthetoolfor‘greaterchangesinhumannaturethanourwritten
records can show’ and ‘a reformation inspired by an understanding of and a power to deal
with’theunconscious.Helookedforwardnowtoafutureinwhichallmankind,likethepri-
vileged few who had undergone psychoanalysis, would be able to bring unconscious mate-
rial into consciousness and self-understanding.
103
In his essay of 1929, ‘On the Economics and Future of the Super-Ego’, he reiterated
the potential social and political importance of psychoanalysis, despite its own hesita-
tions: ‘Psycho-analysis pursuing its modest therapeutic aim and making no pretence to,
nay, discarding, any ambition to reform society, yet cannot help but disclose the paths
that lie open to the future.’
104 A year later, his essay ‘Psychology and Value’ presented
psychoanalysis as a tool for analysis of economics.
105 This was at the height of Britain’s
economic crisis, with the Labour leadership tied to monetary orthodoxy, and with no
attempt to integrate the findings of the new psychology into economic theory.
106 How-
ever, as in his earlier socialism, Eder’s central concern remained individual self-develop-
ment. The key problem facing modern man was the inheritance of an unconscious not
designed to cope with the modern world, leaving man in conflict, repressed, and not fully
himself. Just as socialism was needed to remove the shackles of capitalism and authori-
tarianism, which acted as external constraints on man’s free expression of his identity, so
psychoanalysis now pointed the way to releasing his internal chains: ‘Man will at some
later or earlier date have to accept full responsibility for himself and his doings. He will
learn to regulate his relationships to his fellows and to the world, without reference to
codes imposed by past fears and present anxieties.’
107
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Britain’, Bulletin of the History of Medicine,7 8
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103Eder, op. cit. (note 99), 145.
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of the Super-Ego’, International Journal of Psycho-
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76Eder’s final attempt to address politics through psychology was his essay ‘The Myth
of Progress’ of 1932.
108 Here, psychoanalysis exposed the idea of progress—which lay
at the heart of liberalism as well as socialism—as a myth used by man to make sense
of his world. In the twentieth century, there were signs that the faith in progress was dis-
appearing, in the face of rising racial animosities, class struggles and the Great War.
Science, too, provided less reason for confidence than it once had, as a universe of order
found itself under siege to a physics of relativity. Psychoanalysis was doing something
similar in the realms of the human sciences as it challenged faith in rationalism. Eder
put it starkly, and in a manner that shocked his contemporaries:
We are born mad, acquire morality and become stupid and unhappy. Then we die. This, the natural
history of man under domestication, is so rigid a sequence under a variety of forms and changes in
the patterns of civilisation, that mankind has invariably found it helpful to find a refuge in myths to
relieve its perplexity and to mitigate its unhappiness.
109
It would be easy to conclude that in recognising progress as a myth Eder was descend-
ing into pessimism and retreating from the world of political action.
110 In fact, he was
presenting psychological self-understanding as a way to come to terms with man’s innate
aggression and resulting need for association with creeds and moral codes. As such, he
was coming close to suggesting that psychoanalysis might guide a new path of progress
beyond such a situation. Moreover, he showed no signs of a retreat into apathy: his sup-
port of Zionism continued; he worked strenuously to aid Jewish medical refugees escape
Nazi Europe and find work in Britain;
111 and, in 1932, he helped to set up the socially
radical Institute for the Scientific Treatment of Delinquency with Edward Glover, realis-
ing the Kropotkian project of treating rather than punishing the criminal.
112 Indeed, when
he died, as a result of a heart attack in 1936, it was attributed to sheer exhaustion. On the
other hand, there is little evidence that he continued to participate in British socialist pol-
itics. He was said to be very disappointed by the timid response of British politicians to
108M.D. Eder, ‘The Myth of Progress’, address
from the Chair to the Medical Section of the British
Psychological Society, British Journal of Medical
Psychology, 12 (1932), 1–14.
109Ibid., 1. For contemporary response: Hobman
op. cit. (note 14), 30. Eder drew on Freud’s
Civlilisation and its Discontents, published in
England in 1930.
110He was not alone among socialist
psychoanalysts in his warning. See, for instance, his
colleague Edward Glover’s influential War Sadism
and Pacifism (London: Allen and Unwin, 1933),
which argued that even a pacifist position drew on
innate aggression.
111Hobman, op. cit. (note 14), 132–3. For
background on these efforts (though with no mention
of Eder): A.Z. Gottlieb, Men of Vision: Anglo-Jewry’s
Aid to Victims of the Nazi Regime 1933–1945
(London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1998): Paul
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History of Medicine, 22 (2009), 451–9. In recognition
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1937–1941 (London: ISTD, 1944); E. Saville and D.
Rumney, ‘Let Justice be Done’: A History of the
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to 1992 (London, ISTD, 1992). This is not, however,
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77the European dictators, particularly that of Ramsay MacDonald, a fellow member of the
Independent Labour Party in its early days. The Labour Party, moreover, showed little
interest in integrating an understanding of psychology into either its political strategy
or its economic and social philosophy.
113 If it was influenced at all, it was in the limited
sense of its suspicion of the irrational psychology of the ‘masses’, particularly when
under the influence of a press which was hostile towards socialism: a philosophy which
was far removed from Eder’s vision of recognising the single human being in the
mass.
114 What we have here is a case, on the one hand, of the institutional links between
psychoanalysis and socialism weakening rather than strengthening in the first half of the
century, but, on the other, of a greater ideological synergy and greater potential for psy-
choanalysis as a practical tool in welfare. Eder exemplifies this reorientation. His writing
reflected the fact that in the aftermath of the destruction of the First World War and then
in the midst of inter-war political and economic difficulties, psychoanalysis was drawn
beyond a focus on the internal problems of the individual to address instead the way
these problems were embedded in and directly contributed to social and political reality;
and his commitment to extending access to psychoanalytic practice reflected a tendency
which has also recently been emphasised as characteristic of a leftwards reorientation of
inter-war European psychoanalysis.
115
The Making and Disappearance of a British Psychoanalytic Saint
ItisnotcompletelyclearwhynearlyadecadepassedbetweenEder’sdeathandthepublica-
tion of his memorial volume in 1945. The obvious answer is that there was some delay in
bringing together contributions and organising publication because of the disruptions of
the Second World War. When Eder died in 1936, the obituary in The Times emphasised
his contribution to the Zionist movement above all else, with just passing mention of his
involvement in socialism and psychoanalysis.
116 This is in contrast to his recent entry in
the New Dictionary of National Biography, which now casts him primarily as a figure in
the early history of psychoanalysis.
117 The earlier reading of his significance is evident in
113An exception would be the economic theorist
and future Labour MP (as well as friend of John
Bowlby), Evan Durbin, whose call to take seriously
human nature gained force with the evidence of
human aggression in mid-century fascism, racism and
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Politics of Democractic Socialism (London: Labour
Book Service, 1940).
114Ramsay MacDonald was one such figure who
was influenced by theories of crowd psychology:
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(London: Lawrence and Wishart, 1986), 198–218;
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115Louise Hoffman, ‘War, Revolution, and
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with Social Reality’, Journal of the History of the
Behavioral Sciences, 17 (1981), 251–69; Elizabeth A.
Danto, Freud’s Free Clinics: Psychoanalysis and
Social Justice, 1918–1939 (New York: Columbia
University Press, 2005).
116‘Dr M.D. Eder: Work for the Zionist
Movement’, The Times, 31 March 1931.
117The entry is written by Sandra Ellesley, an
historian of the early psychoanalytic movement in
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78the immediate launch of an appeal to establish a memorial library in his name in Jerusa-
lem.
118 His role in Zionism also attracts the most space in the memorial volume.
119
Memoirs of a Modern Pioneer does not read as if written across the divide of the Second
World War and the Holocaust. There is no discussion of these events. Indeed, the foreword
from Freud, who died three years after Eder in 1939, reminds us of the way in which the
volume, in large part, reflected views gathered before the war. With his interest in the psy-
choanalyticunderbellyofpoliticalbeliefandaction,andhisapparentlygloomypredictions
abouttheendofprogress,EdermaywellhaveseemedasignificantfigureasEuropefellinto
theSecondWorldWar;hencetheinclusionofhisessayonthe‘MythofProgress’attheend
of the volume.
120 His retreat from view and the failure of the volume to cement his reputa-
tion perhaps owed something to the fact that, after 1945, people looked to progress with
renewed hope and set aside anxieties about human nature.
121 Most fundamentally, how-
ever, it reflects the widening gulf in British psychoanalytic culture, dividing its diverse
and radical origins from the mature, institutional movement.
The editor of Memoirs of a Modern Pioneer, J.B. Hobman, was a journalist who had
stood unsuccessfully for Parliament as a Liberal candidate in the 1920s and 1930s. He
retired from active journalism in 1942, at the age of seventy, apparently struggling to
cope withthe strain ofthe warsituation.
122Hobman hadcometoknowEderinthe lastdec-
ade of his life. On the one hand, he encountered stories of pioneering and often distant
adventures, all surrounded by a degree of mystery, and allusions to conflict and suffering.
On the other, he came face-to-face with the figure of a man of ageingflesh and blood solid-
ityandhumanity;notthefearsomeandrestlessfigureofthestorybutanobjectofcalm,tol-
erance and widespread affection. Hobman brought the two together in the narrative of the
man coming to embody the journey and its lessons; a story of the path from medicine, via
socialism, personal turmoil andZionism, towards resolutioninself-realisation andpsycho-
analysis, and thus the unification of personality, work and belief.
123
It is not clear whether Hobman was a patient of Eder’s, but his viewpoint is strikingly
similar to that put forward by those who were. One such account comes from writer
Ethel Mannin, who included Eder as one of the entries in her Confessions and Impres-
sions of 1934. Again, there is the emphasis on the embodiment of experience (and not
just the value of psychoanalytic theory on its own):
He knows all there is to know about human nature. I am aware that this is a big statement, but I
make it without any qualification whatever. He did not acquire this knowledge merely by reading
text-books; complete knowledge of anything so intricate as the mental and emotional mechanism
of the human being is not to be gained like that. He knows the human mind because he has himself
endured fundamental experiences, pain and conflict, and in his wanderings in all parts of the world
come into contact with all kinds and classes of people.
124
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79Time after time, memoirists emphasised the remarkable personal qualities of the man
in his later life and the idea that these made sense of and provided a narrative resolution
for the stories of his earlier life. By his later years, Eder was clearly a man who
impressed deeply, but often through little obvious effort; he was said to be ‘quiet, unas-
suming, unobtrusive’, not qualities one normally associates with the remarkable person-
ality; and Hobman recalled that he ‘never knew David Eder obtrude his rich and varied
experience’.
125 Invariably, people remembered him with a striking degree of affection;
one might say love. This extended from his friends and family, to a diplomat such as
Sir Wyndham Deedes, even to a figure such as Freud, who wrote to Barbara Low that
Eder’s death had concerned him ‘in a quite special way’ since he had ‘belonged to the
people one loves without having to trouble about them’.
126
Such publicly expressed feelings may account for some of the frustration and jealousy
of Ernest Jones, faced by what seemed like an exercise in anointing Eder as Britain’s first
psychoanalytic saint in the aftermath of his death. This tension went back to 1922 when
an interview by Barbara Low in Lloyds Sunday News already aired this idea of Eder’s
primacy. It exploded in 1945 with the publication in Hobman’s volume of Freud’s appar-
ent designation of Eder as Britain’s first psychoanalyst, and to add salt to the wound this
was repeated on the BBC radio programme Brains Trust. Jones presented this as an issue
of outright misrepresentation and tried to drag in Anna Freud to defend his own pri-
macy.
127 However, at stake was also something more fundamental about the image
and style of psychoanalysis in Britain. Eder, with his earlier forays away from orthodoxy,
was associated with the schismatic route. Moreover, as Mannin had said, there was a
sense that his psychoanalysis owed as much to life experience, personality and the power
of personal influence, as it did to sticking strictly to doctrinal orthodoxy. It is possible
that such an approach was reinforced when Eder underwent analysis with the Hungarian
psychoanalyst Sandor Ferenczi on his return from Palestine. At the time, Ferenczi was
beginning to develop ideas and a style of practice that would see him pilloried as men-
tally ill by the time of his death in 1933. In orthodox Freudian analysis, the analyst’s role
was simply to listen to the patient; Ferenczi opened up analysis as a less austere and
more intimate, interpersonal and interventionist dialogue in which the therapist could
bring in material from his own life.
128 Descriptions of Eder suggest that he too may
have taken on something of this style, and this would help explain why he made such
an impact on those around him in terms of his own story of finding himself. Such issues
of orthodoxy were particularly sensitive at this time. Publication of the memorial volume
came at the end of a period of intense in-fighting within the British movement—the
‘Controversial Discussions’ pitting Freudians against Kleinians over psychoanalysis of
125Ibid., 224; Hobman, op. cit. (note 14), 15.
126For Deedes’ view: Hobman, ibid., 197. Freud
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80children—which saw Edward Glover, Eder’s psychoanalytic advocate in the Hobman
volume, leave the British Society.
129 Equally important, in a period of mourning for
Freud after his death in 1939, it is easy to see the appeal but also the sensitivity in a pro-
ject of mourning for Eder as Britain’s own psychoanalytic father. In short, Freud’s des-
ignation of Eder as Britain’s first psychoanalyst was just the start of what upset Jones
when he read the Hobman volume.
In many ways, this narrative of Eder finding himself, finding a career that perfectly
matched this self, and manifesting his achievement in his personality – the narrative of
modern, secular sainthood—emerges as an even more pervasive and powerful way of
explaining Eder than did the idea of the ‘modern pioneer’ of the memorial volume’s
title.
130 The narrative of the ‘Modern Pioneer’ turned Eder’s complexity, and his move
from one field of endeavour to another, from being a problem in need of biographical
and intellectual explanation, to a central and heroic explanatory tool in its own right.
131
It was particularly successful in neatly bringing together his role as pioneer of both geo-
graphic and intellectual frontiers, evident most strikingly in the way his contemporaries
drew parallels between his exploration of the South American and the psychic interior.
Indeed, the way that Eder’s life does suggest connections between early psychoanalysis
and modes of colonialism (whether via the exploration of a heart of darkness in South
America, or that of the Zionist pioneer) merits further attention.
132 The pioneer narrative
was also the obvious way of historicising Eder. It presented Eder as a figure from another
age, the embodiment of earlier struggle. As such, the narrative of the modern pioneer
(and then of ‘Dear Old Eder’—a constant refrain among his memoirists) also spoke for
the maturity of these movements in the present. For a leader in the still relatively inse-
cure British psychoanalytic movement, such as Edward Glover, this had a rather different
purpose to that of a socialist such as Harry Roberts, nostalgic for the radicalism of the
past.
The narrative of the ‘Modern Pioneer’ is less helpful when it comes to the question of
what, if any, ideological coherence or intellectual trajectory there was in Eder’s multiple
activities. Here, there is a case for agreeing with psychoanalyst Edward Glover, certainly
in relation to Eder’s brand of new-life socialism—with its mix of Kropotkin, New Age
radicalism and sex reform—and then his psychoanalytic career, that Eder was a cham-
pion for the ‘war of psychic liberation’; and indeed, for arguing that this represented a
broader development during the period.
133 In this regard, Eder sits alongside a figure
such as Edward Carpenter or a phenomenon such as the New Age as part of an alternative
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81turn-of-the-century radical trajectory, which brought together socialism with the new
psychology or associated mysticism in a higher synthesis. This prefigures and contrasts
somewhat with the ‘psychological socialism’ of improving qualities of mind recently
highlighted by Jeremy Nuttall; the latter more anxious about the minds and morality of
the masses, and more concerned as a result to look to the tools of the state, and education
in particular, in the cultivation and imposition of goodness.
134 It is harder, however, to
extend this trajectory of ‘psychic liberation’ to Eder’s commitment to Zionism in the sec-
ond half of his life; and there is a sense that even at the time this seemed to many the
hardest element to reconcile with the figure of the radical pioneer. Here, those who
wanted to explain Eder in terms of a path of self-realisation could point to his racial ori-
gins. This reflected a still prevalent feeling, one which Eder and even Freud shared to a
degree, that a full discovery of self included coming to terms with one’s ‘racial origi-
ns’.
135 Undoubtedly, his Jewish identity was important to his mystique and it is worth
noting that he stood out among early British psychoanalysts in this respect.
136 However,
Eder’s departure from Palestine, the allusions to the personal strain arising from dealing
with the politics and practical problems of Palestine, and his decision to go into analysis
and then to dedicate the rest of his life to work in this sphere all suggest something of a
crisis in his personal and political life. In short, Eder’s immersion in Zionism after the
First World War may have been the next step after socialism in a path of personal and
political self-realisation, but it is once again difficult to resist reading this as another
stage on an ultimate path towards psychoanalytic resolution.
This, of course, is an instance of how history, in trying to explain the complexities of a
life, may be tempted to turn to psychobiographical explanation. In his contribution to
Memoirs, psychoanalyst Edward Glover acknowledged that psychoanalysis was already
adding considerably to the challenge of the biographer. Purely descriptive biography
had fallen out of favour and had tended to result in whitewashing ‘panegyric’. The mod-
ern biographer, alert to the power of the unconscious, now tried to decipher action and to
search for hidden skeletons in the manner of the psychoanalyst, but without training and
therefore with mixed results. When psychoanalysts turned to biography they were
equipped to delve deeper but often failed to satisfy when they emerged with a story of
universal motivations in tension with an audience’s desire for the story of the individual
life. Conscious of the pitfalls of such reductionism when it came to the broader biogra-
phical aims of a volume such as this, and without access to records of Eder’s analysis,
Glover concentrated his own efforts on psychoanalytical explanations for Eder’s attrac-
tion to psychotherapy. For Glover, the primary gratifications for the psychoanalyst
were akin to those of the parent, and in Eder’s case the role perhaps provided sublimation
for impulses left unfulfilled by never having children of his own (also explaining his
work with the poor as a socialist and Zionist). The other side of the drive to analysis
was the analyst’s own sorting-through of mental conflicts. Here, the role of explorer of
134Nuttall, Psychological Socialism, op. cit. (note
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82uncharted physical and mental landscapes, revolutionary and fighter was a playing-out of
unresolved aggressive impulses until ultimately, in psychoanalysis, Eder had found ‘the
solution to his own enigma’.
137 In short, Glover was arriving at a conclusion that was
strikingly similar to other contributors to the memoirs. Looked at the other way round,
might we argue that the general view of how to make sense of a life was becoming
increasingly psychoanalytic by the 1930s; at the very least, the idea that a life needed
to be explained ultimately in terms of the working-through of personality in response
to the obstacles of life suffused the volume. In truth, there was a fundamental tension
in Glover’s efforts to fit Eder’s life into a neat psychoanalytic frame; and he confessed
as much. As with the narrative of the modern pioneer, psychoanalysis was attractive as
offering narrative simplification and sense. But amidst evidence of such a rich and com-
plex story, as Glover recognised, it covered up for inconsistencies, the impact of events,
the complexity of personal relations, and the personal flaws that were left discretely out
of the picture in an analysis that did more to cement than it did to unpick the image of the
modern saint.

No doubt, other politicians in this era were aware of, and to some degree influenced by,
psychoanalysis. Recent work revising our idea of the impact of psychology in the period-
—more widespread, albeit eclectic than previously thought—makes this a difficult con-
clusion to resist, even if more work is necessary to prove it. But Eder was almost
certainly the only leading British political figure of this period—as he was in Palesti-
ne—to have been equipped with the tools and insights of the psychoanalytic practitioner.
There is no evidence yet that this mattered, though this is an intriguing possibility.
Instead, Eder’s broader significance is that he points to trajectories from medicine to psy-
choanalysis, and then socialism, and perhaps from imperialism and Zionism to psycho-
analysis, that deserve further attention in studies of the interplay between the medical,
psychological and political cultures of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century.
In pointing to such links, Eder’s story contributes to a reappraisal of the place of the
psychoanalytic movement in early twentieth-century British culture. A broad body of
recent work has made a case for questioning the idea that the import of Freud to Britain
caused a fundamental rupture in a history of the self. We have come to appreciate the
surfacing of aspects of this psychological modernity in Victorian explorations of psychic
phenomena, in unorthodox areas of theology, and in areas of practice such as medicine,
education and the culture of self-help. Eder is the figure within the psychoanalytic move-
ment itself who provides us with the clearest evidence of such links to the earlier period.
His interest in psychoanalysis emerged out of his ‘new life’ and Kropotkian socialism;
his dissatisfaction with medicine; the clash between his private life and prevailing sexual
standards; perhaps even in his search for meaning in the adventure of travel and its rela-
tionship to the search for a Jewish homeland. In short, he was an explorer of psychic lib-
eration well before the encounter with Freud. Eder’s life also points to the development
of psychoanalysis in relation to the practical social problems of the day. If he was the
first to practise psychoanalysis in Britain, it was as a socialist in his treatment of
137Glover in Hobman, op. cit. (note 14), 104–14.
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83working-class children. The history of the early psychoanalytic movement may have
come to be characterised as one largely confined to a Bloomsbury e ´lite, a battle of per-
sonalities, egos, and adherence to the strictures of a cult, and increasingly gloomy about
the prognosis for civilisation, but Eder’s story points to its ongoing potential to take
another route. Not only did his psychoanalysis emerge in response to the psychosexual
trauma of the working-class child, but it would then be developed in relation to the hor-
rors of the shell-shocked Tommy (and not just the officers), in the psychological hard-
ships in the struggle to establish a Jewish homeland in Palestine, and in realising the
Kropotkian vision of treating the criminal. There were major hurdles in developing
such roles for psychoanalysis—suspicion of its scientific basis, ongoing discomfort about
its emphasis on sex and its focus on pathology rather than health, and the absence of
funding and state support—but this social ambition was still an important part of the his-
tory of the early psychoanalytic movement in Britain. In that sense there is, one might
suggest, a psychology behind Eder emerging as an attractive, even saintly, figure for
us today, and not just for those who mourned him at the time.
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